
International trade



PROGRAM’S ADVANTAGES:
Knowledge is appropriate in any area of international business: 
organization and management of foreign economic activity; trade deals 
of a global reach.

Opportunity to get a dual diploma along with the International Institute 
of Management of the National University of Sciences, Technology and 
Management CNAM-IIM, Paris, France.

Joint magistracy program agreements are reached with CIS Network 
University upon the educational program

More than 90% of International Economic Relations Department 
academic specialists that manage «International Trade» educational 
program are Ph.D. and Doctors in economic sciences.

The Department often invites business trainers and experts in sphere of 
international economic relations for lectures and master-classes

Throughout the studies, masters conduct the R&D work and practice
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EDUCATIONAL PROCESS
120 credits, lectures, workshops and research activity 
and Research and Development  practice

BASIC SUBJECTS (ADVANCED LEVEL)
Microeconomics
Econometrics
International economy
International finance

SUBJECTS IN THE SPHERE OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE 
International trade
Custom and tariff regulation
International monetary relations
World commodities market conjuncture
Legal regulation of business and external economic activity

HIGHLY SPECIALIZED COURSES
Non-tariff international trade regulation
International advertisement
International logistics
International marketing
insurance of foreign economic activity 
International commercial banks activities
Information systems in company management: world experience

INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION
Professional Russian language
Professional foreign language
ТеоInternational business communication: theory and practice
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STUDENTS REVIEWS

Nurselen Tamer, Turkey
The structure of the mastery program “International trade” is very challenging 

and it constantly allowing me to be on my feet and push harder. On our master’s 
course, we are examining and refining the understanding of  international, inter and 
intra-corporate trade and investment trends that are shaping today’s global 
economy. 
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Gabriely Rodrigues, Brazil
Personally, I dreamed about studying in Russia for a long time. I have always 
been very curious about foreign languages and cultures, and Russia caught 
my attention at an early age. After earning my bachelor’s degree in 
International Relations, I realized that learning Russian, which is not very 
popular in Brazil, and deepening my knowledge about this country’s culture 
and economy would open new doors for me professionally.

Veronika Míčková, Czech Republic
I chose Master's program “International trade” because I wanted to work in 
an international environment. By studying the “International business” in the 
Peoples´ Friendship University of Russia I would like to get to understand the 
culture and be a “bridge” between the west and the east during international 
meetings and deal-making. From the practical subjects so far I enjoyed 
“International advertisement” and “Customs tariff regulation” (Таможенно-
тарифное регулирование) where we filled real export documents and had to 
work with current Russian legislation. 

Activities on faculty are largely student-led, and that 
drives a sense of ownership and responsibility. Both the 
students and the International Economic Relations 
Department were welcoming and considerable of our 
needs and well-being. My experiences at RUDN have 
overall exceeded my highest expectations.

As a result I found out about RUDN. I got excited when I 
got to know more details about the university, especially 
for the fact that there is a big number of foreign students. 
The more I searched the bigger my interest became.
When the time to choose my master’s degree came up, I 
decided to apply for the economics faculty. I knew it would 
be challenging, but I also was certain that a deeper 
knowledge of economy and international trade would only 
bring advantages to my career.



EDUCATIONAL 
PROGRAM TUTOR

Inna V. Andronova

Doctor in economics, Full professor in 
International Economic Relations Department, 
Faculty of Economics
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SCIENTIFIC INTERESTS:
Global economy, foreign economic interests

Scientific activity

•Give lectures and workshops in the Economic faculty within 5 subjects, 
including the main majors in undergraduate, graduate and postgraduate 
studies, specializing in “world economy” and “international economic 
relations”.

•Prepared 7 Ph.D. in economic sciences. 

•Moderator of annual scientific conference on current issues of the global 
economy for masters and young scientists in RUDN and other Russian 
Universities.

•Scopus ID: 
https://www.scopus.com/authid/detail.uri?authorId=57190763930

Contacts:
E-mail: andronova_iv@pfur.ru

Site: www.cige.info/kafedrameo
Instagram: @meo_rudn

Facebook: www.facebook.com/groups/meorudn/
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